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Gravitational 
Waves

A consequence of 
General Relativity,Einstein’s first prediction 
was one century ago, 1916 “Ripples in the fabric 
of spacetime” that carry away energy.



What Einstein Missed the First Time

Gravitational wave emission
 it is not emitted as a dipole like EM.

Highest order emission is quadrupolar.
This means you need asymmetry of some sort to emit 
GWs. It also means GW polarizations are 45 degrees apart.



Indirect Detection

1993 Nobel Prize

Predictions of General 
Relativity for energy 
carried away from binary 
pulsar systems matches 
observations .



How “Loud” Are They?
• Amplitude is described by dimensionless strain: 

stretching of space h = ΔL/L
• Back-of-envelope calculation:

– Laboratory dumbbell
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How “Loud” Are They?
• Amplitude is described by dimensionless strain: 

stretching of space h = ΔL/L
• Back-of-envelope calculation:

– Laboratory dumbbell (1 ton, 2m, 1kHz) h = 10-38

– Binary neutron star system (1.4 MO, 20km, 400 Hz) = 10-21

at a distance of 15 Mpc

• So the search for gravitational waves requires 
objects of astrophysical mass, and even then is a 
hugely difficult problem
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Compact Binary 
Coalescence

Target source for
GW emission at 
Higher Frequencies

Includes Neutron Star
and Black Hole
combinations



Building “Ears”
Michelson interferometers on two sides of the U.S.

Six science runs with improving sensitivity 
from 2002 to 2010

Advanced LIGO 
instruments
Conducted the  1st

 “observing run”
Starting in Sep 2015
with triple best
Previous sensitivity

They weren’t on for
very long before they
found….



A gravitational wave!

On September 14, 2015
9:50:45 GMT a signal
was picked up by the 
two LIGO interferometers.

A search for generic
transients picked it up
about 3 minutes later.

Confirmed offline days
later using a matched
filter search for compact
binary coalescence  



So what is it?
Binary coalescence of 
two black holes:

At a distance of: 

Best fit parameters extracted via 
Bayesian analysis.









Where did it come from?

Localization is difficult
with two interferometers
(think ears, not eyes)

We can constrain sky
regions with varying 
degrees of probability



What else could it be? Random Noise?
There are lots of terrestrial sources of local noise, inside and outside 
the interferometers. We use artificial time slides to measure background 
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There are lots of terrestrial sources of local noise, inside and outside the 
interferometers.  We eliminate the worst of it through data quality work,
then we use artificial time slides to measure background. 

Very high significance – exceedingly unlikely to be random coincidence

Generic transient search:    Matched filter search:

1 in 22,500 years    1 in 202,600 years

4.6σ 5.1σ

What else could it be? Random Noise?



What about Correlated Noise?

Since our significance estimation assumes independent noise,
we have to be extra careful about possible correlated noise.
We have hundreds of environmental sensors at both sites to
rule out these possibilities. 

 Lightning or other EM fluctuations
 Timing system glitches
 Cosmic ray showers



What about an artificial injected signal?

We can insert injected signals through both hardware and 
software as a test of our detection algorithms

 It isn’t a software injection:
It behaves like a real signal everywhere in the interferometers, 
not just at the readout – LIGO scientists can “follow the light”

 It isn’t a hardware injection:
We have readouts in place for all of our standard injection 
channels, tests were done for non-standard means of 
malicious injections

“The Big Dog” ➔



What does it mean? Einstein was 
right.

Direct confirmation of the existence of 
gravitational waves

More generally, a very direct confirmation 
of General Relativity

Results beautifully consistent with 
Numerical Relativity predictions



What does it mean? 
Massive Black Hole Binaries Exist

We knew black holes existed based on observations of x-ray binaries 
with compact objects more massive than neutron stars

 Black holes with masses greater than 25M◉ exist

 Binary black hole systems exist 

 Black hole mergers happen on time scales less than the age of the
universe

We don’t know when or where the system formed 
(could be relatively recently and nearby or long ago and far, far away)



What Does it Mean?
A chirpy universe!

The most pessimistic binary black hole rate 
predictions are statistically excluded 

Low Realist
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NS-NS 0.4 40 400

NS-BH 0.2 10 300

BH-BH 0.4 20 1000

Detections per year previously
predicted for design sensitivity
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What Does it Mean?
A chirpy universe!

The most pessimistic binary black hole rate 
predictions are statistically excluded 

But we have a lot more listening to do…..



More to be done with LIGO 
Gravitational Wave Astronomy

 Confirm detection with additional observations
 A number of observations will tell us about the population of 

binary black holes
 We’ve yet to observe a neutron star merger (NS-BH or NS-NS)
 Tremendous scientific potential in “multi-messenger astronomy”
         - Gamma ray Bursts
         - Supernovae
 Direct measurement of of long term GW emission from pulsars
 Universal “popcorn” of faint, distant sources
 Probe for subtle violations of general relativity, the existence of 

cosmic superstrings, other unexpected discoveries



Global Network of 
Interferometers



Gravitational Wave Spectrum

Image credit: Ira Thorpe
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LIGO is here

Gravitational Wave Spectrum



Image credit: Ira Thorpe

LISA Pathfinder
Launched December 3rd

Gravitational Wave Spectrum



Lots of Reading Material

Discovery paper in Physical Review Letters
https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-P150914/public

Plus papers on:
 Detector Characterization                    
 Generic Transient (burst) search
 Compact Binary Coalescence search
 Astrophysical Interpretation
 Rates Estimates
 Parameter Estimation
 Testing GR
 Detector paper
 Follow-ups with various telescopes



Core-Collapse Supernovae

Burning of the star:

H → He → … → Fe

Before collapse: Fe core of size 

1000-2000km

After collapse: “nucleus” core of size 

10-15km

Nuclear density of the core

Energy released 1051erg  (1044 J)

99% of explosion energy escapes with 

neutrinos!





Mösta+14

Any aspherical movement:

Magnetic stresses
3D MHD instabilities

Rotating core collapse and bounce
Pulsation of Proto-Neutron Star
Convection in Proto-Neutron Star
Black Hole formation

Turbulent convection
Anisotropic neutrino emission
Standing Accretion Shock Instability 
(SASI)

Core-Collapse Supernovae



What can we learn from CCSN GW signatures?

Find explosion mechanism
Study: Nuclear Equation of State, evolution of 
Proto-Neutron Star, asymmetry of explosion
Set upper limits on energy emitted by supernova
Measure angular momentum and rotational rate of 
Proto-Neutron Star
Spot formation of Black Hole at its birth
And others...

Core-Collapse Supernovae



Core-Collapse Supernovae



Thank you!

Questions?
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